
After teaching about metamorphosis in a series of benchmark lessons,we might design a
class investigation based on the FOSS Insects (Lawrence Hall of Science, 1993) curriculum
and the STC The Life Cycle of Butterflies unit (National Science Resources Center,1992). One
option for an investigation is to have student groups observe the development of a butterfly
egg into an adult butterfly.As with the benchmark lesson,to plan this investigation we would
have to think about the learning performances,relationship to the driving question,materials
needed, instructional strategies, time required, instructional sequence,and cautions.

• Learning performances:

A. Each student will observe and describe butterfly metamorphosis.
B. Each student will record butterfly metamorphosis by drawing a picture

and noting the date of each stage change.
C. Each student will explain how most insects change from egg to adult

through a process called metamorphosis.

• Relationship to the driving question: The driving question “What insects live on
our playground?”will be addressed through studying metamorphosis because
students may find different stages of insects on the playground at any given time
(egg, larvae,pupa,or adult). In order to understand that these different stages are
forms of the same insect, students must understand metamorphosis.

• Materials needed:

A. Butterfly eggs (can be ordered from animal supply houses such as Carolina
Biological).

B. Bug cages.
C. Drawing paper.
D. Drawing supplies (colored pencils, markers, or crayons).
E. Magnifying glasses.
F. Caterpillar food supply (varies depending upon the stage the butterfly is in

and the type of butterfly; for example, Monarch caterpillars eat milkweed).

• Instructional strategies:
A. Investigation to raise butterflies.
B. Drawing pictures as artifacts.

Portfolio Activity 11.3 DEVELOPING BENCHMARK LESSONS

Materials Needed:
• Access to a variety of curriculum materials and resources
• Access to the Web

A. Consult a variety of curriculum materials for bench-
mark lesson ideas on your topic.

B. Develop a list of ideas that could be used as bench-
mark lessons to teach the concepts and skills in your
project.

C. Write a lesson plan for one benchmark lesson.

D. File your plan in your portfolio.
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